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Abstract
In recent times due to the increase of internet growth and technological advancement most of the data
generated are of unstructured text data. Text mining plays an important role in information retrieval.
Therefore the unsupervised learning technique like clustering is mainly applicable for unstructured text
data. To improve the quality of information retrieval text clustering gives precise mining by organizing
clusters of similar documents from huge collection. It is a current challenge to explore meaningful and
compact insights from massive collections of the unstructured documents. Although there exists a lot of
text clustering technologies, most of them are not scalable and clusters provided are not that much
efficient to give desired result, and it leads to huge computation time. This paper gives the detailed
comparative analysis of different clustering techniques which improves the precision of retrieval
accuracy and leads to efficient clusters.
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1 Introduction
Since the data grows in rapid manner because of the increasing globalization, the contemporary challenge
is to extract useful hidden information from those huge unstructured text. In Text mining the text
clustering or document clustering is one of the important concepts which cluster the similar documents
with similar contents mainly to enhance reliability and efficiency of different text mining applications
such as text categorization, document classification, and information retrieval. The main challenge of the
clustering is huge dimension and automatic grouping of clusters numbering based on the similarity with
précised clusters and topic modeling. The main theme about the clusters is that objects within the valid
clusters are more similar to one another.
Requirements of Clustering:
The different requirement of cluster analysis is
1. To process with various attributes types.
2. To find out the clusters with arbitrary shape.
3. Scalability
4. Huge Volume
5. To interpret and usage
6. Capability of handling noisy data
7. Due to unsupervised less domain knowledge is required to find input parameters.
8. To support incremental clustering
9. Constraint based clustering.
2

Literature Survey
The paper proposed the different clustering algorithm implementations like K-means, K-mediods,
Single Link, Complete Link, Average Link, and CSPA approach for various real time datasets. From
implementations the clustering results using Average Link and Complete Link algorithms provides better
solutions.[1].
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Aim of the proposed work is to categorize different jobs in unstructured text documents which
solves the problem of data sparseness to extract more knowledge and takes care of cluster accuracy in
better way and achieves good accuracy.[2].
This paper presents a detailed survey on mining the interesting knowledge from weblogs. [3].
To construct the Chinese domain ontology efficiently the new suggested method works well for
unstructured text documents by episode based ontology construction.[4]
This paper works mainly deals with two different clustering algorithm based on frequent word
sequence and clustering algorithm based on frequent word meaning sequences and compared the work
with bisecting k-means clustering algorithm and proved that the proposed methodologies achieves better
cluster accuracy than bisecting k-means.[5]
The proposed work uses k-means clustering algorithm with the concepts of neighbors and link in
three various views, Depend on the ranks of candidate textual documents proposed method finds the
initial centroid for the cluster. Secondly cosine with link functions is to provide better similarity measures
between the text documents. Thirdly it focuses mainly on the novel heuristic method based on neighbors
for cluster selection and proved the proposed methods achieves increased performance and enhances the
accuracy with less processing time. [6]
The proposed methodologies analyze social media tweets considered the features from it and
measured the performance using two parameters like relevance and representativeness. The output
obtained is of informative and useful insights from the languages from humor and irony.[7]
From the huge volume of time stamped web document streams they proposed a efficient
technique fouses on event detection from various social perceptions where the results proves rich
representations and improves the accuracy of detected events and methodology proposed is linear for
online facet versus total number of text documents present in data stream. [8].
The paper implements and discusses about various real time datasets to solve real time problem which
principal component analysis is done and compared and the results shows an improved performance with
reduced computation time.[9].
A new strategy is implemented using DBSCAN clustering algorithm tested with real and synthetic
datasets and compared the accuracy with the conventional methods. The main objective of the work is to
find the regional hazard regions present in the Japan Seismic region. [10].
The implemented work concentrates on ontology and developed a new model on learnable focused
crawling framework using artificial neural network concept to categorize the web pages. And the paper
mainly compares the results of proposed model with breadth-first search crawling approach, and the
output shows better result for proposed model which use only domain specific ontology. [11].
In order to evaluate the performance of hypernymy, hyponymy, holonymy, and meronymy, the very
effective method is chosen and compared with word net based clustering. And the implementation output
shows improve effectiveness from given order or semantic representation of clustering and finally proves
that noun phrase based shows enhanced clustering. [12]
The paper discusses about the comparative execution of backmarking method with forward evaluation
method with respect to precision and recalland the result proves that forward evaluation methods
performs better than backmarking and more efficient for the input datasets.[13]
3

Problem Statement and Proposed Solution

Text processing mainly faces a major problem due to massive volume. ie. scalability , moreover to
improve the cluster quality and increase the efficiency of clustering and minimize the processing time
.there are various important techniques mainly applicable in the area of text mining are proposed and
proves that these techniques gives better results based on the input dataset using tools like hadoop.
The different techniques are majorly applicable as follows, like in Partitioning based method, given a
larger database of textual data, this method partitions the data values where every partition denotes a
cluster,
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In Hierarchical based method from the given input database this hierarchical method performs
hierarchical decomposition where the method may be divisive based on how the hierarchal decomposition
is done. In Density based method as long the increasing volume f data in the neighborhood which exceeds
some threshold the cluster density is also grows. In Grid based method the main clustering operations are
done on grid structure. To quantize the object space into finite number of cells this creates the grid
structure.
In Model based method to calculate the best fit of the input data the model based methods hypothesize a
model for each of the clusters. In Clustering high dimension, clustering the high dimension is very
significant task in clustering analysis as many applications benefit from this method where it contains
huge number of features or dimensions. Secondly in Constraint based clustering, based on user specified
constraint or application oriented constraint the constraint based clustering is performed.
Vector space model:
Here in vector space model in unstructured data most of the text documents are analyzed by vector
space model, where every text document d is represented as vector in term space, n is the number of
documents in the dataset and usually considered as term frequency vector (tf). From the document the
individual terms are taken and in total represented by D and the frequency of the term i in the
unstructured text document is considered as tfi,
Df = [tf1, tf2,….tfD]
And the term frequency and the inverse document frequency is represented by
D tf-idf = [tf1log(n/df1), tf2log(n/df2)….tfDlog(n/dfD)]
and the centroid vector cj is calculated by taking the document vector s input by
1

Cj = |𝐶𝑗| .∑𝑑𝑖∈𝑐𝑗 𝑑𝑗
Similarity Measure:
Although there are lot of similarity measures available in most of the text documents analysis for
calculating the similarity between the text documents, cosine similarity is best suited and mainly taken to
measure similarity between two documents.
Sim(𝑑⃗𝑖 , 𝑑⃗𝑗 )= cos ( 𝑑⃗𝑖 , 𝑑⃗𝑗 )
=

𝑑⃗𝑖 𝑑⃗𝑗
|𝑑⃗𝑖 |.|𝑑⃗𝑗 |

To find the similarity between the clusters, we use,
Sim(Clusteri,Clusterj) =

∑ 𝑑𝑖 ∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 ,𝑑𝑗 ∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑗 .cos(𝑑⃗𝑖,𝑑⃗𝑗 )
|𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 |∗|𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑗 |

Where the size of the clusters are represented by |𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟|𝑖 and |𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟|𝑗 .
Topic Modeling:
Using probabilistic latent semantic technique combined with cosine similarity proves best for finding
out he efficient clusters, by comparing the huge volume of documents with input from search phrase and
related are retrieved immediately and topics can be labeled using this method in comparison with singular
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value decomposition, Latent semantic indexing .the dimension reduction is efficient using this probability
based cosine similarity method.
Frequent item based method:
Recent challenges mainly focuses on frequent pattern mining which find outs the frequently occurring
pattern from huge volume of data. It mainly discovers the correlation and association between the data
values[14,15].
Eg. frequent term based cluster analysis. Here the individual terms are identified and extracted by
tokenization method, then the unnecessary words are eliminated by stop word removal method, From the
generated terms from huge document collection are used to calculate the frequent items occurred in the
dataset.
Applications: The major applications where the unstructured text document plays main role in
 Telecommunication industry.
 Retail Industry.
 Financial data analysis
 Biological data analysis.
 Scientific data analysis
 Intrusion detection.
 Fraudulent analysis.
 Forensic analysis etc.
4

Experiments and Results Analysis:

The different subsets of various datasets from 20Newsgroup real datasets are extracted as D1, D2 and
D3 which contains around 50, 100 and 500 documents respectively. The K-means algorithm using vector
space model is implemented and evaluated and secondly frequent item based clustering (FIBC) is
implemented. The result proves for this datasets as frequent item based clustering works better for huge
dimension reduction compared to the k-means algorithm and shows better clustering when compared to
K-means by reduced execution time.

5

Conclusion

This papers gives the most significant techniques used for unstructured text documents specifying
the important requirements of clustering and suggested the two major algorithm suited for textual
clustering like K-mean and the frequent item based clustering, and compares the two
methodologies with varying newsgroups dataset for scalability check and proves that frequent item
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based method works better by reduced dimension and execution time and yields good cluster
quality than the k-means algorithm hence it leads to increase in precision of retrieval accuracy.
Hence Frequent item based algorithm is more efficient than vector space technique like K-means
algorithm. And also we suggested the probabilistic based model using cosine similarity best suits
for topic modeling.
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